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My Holidays



From the book ‘200 English Topics for Discussion’.



Schoolchildren in Ukraine have long holidays twice a year. 
They have summer and winter holidays.



Let me start with summer holidays. Pupils have summer holidays 
that are three months long.

Children don’t have to get up early. There is no homework to do 
and lessons to learn. That’s why they like summer holidays.



Children don’t have to get up early. There is no homework to do 
and lessons to learn. That’s why they like summer holidays.



I like summer holidays because I have a lot of free time. Every 
summer I go to the country to stay with my grandparents.

There is a river and a lake there.



I like summer holidays because I have a lot of free time. Every 
summer I go to the country to stay with my grandparents.

There is a river and a lake there.



My friends and I often go swimming and boating there. There is a lot of fish in the lake, so I sometimes go fishing.



There is a lot of fish in the lake, so I sometimes go fishing.



When it is very hot I usually go to the forest. The air is cool there. I like to walk in the shade of trees and pick mushrooms and berries.



I like to walk in the shade of trees and pick mushrooms and berries.



I like to go to the beach in the morning when it is not too hot.



I swim, sunbathe, and play with my friends on the bank of the river.



I always help my grandparents to work in the kitchen garden ...



... or to look after chickens and ducks.



Summer holidays are never too long for me.



Summer holidays are never too long for me. Winter holidays are shorter than summer ones. 
It is so nice to rest from school!



During winter holidays we celebrate New Year and Christmas 
parties for schoolchildren at schools and theatres.



In the cinemas they show films and cartoons for pupils.



It is usually very cold in winter, but it is hard to keep children 
indoors.



It’s so great to go skiing down a hill! 



Boys like to play hockey.



Many children like to go to the skating rink to skate.



When the weather is bad I prefer to stay at home and watch TV 
or read books. 



Sometimes my friends come to see me and we play computer 
games or listen to music.



But unfortunately time flies quickly on holidays 
and soon it’s time to go to school again.



The end


